Introduction
In power system stability analysis, the direct method of Lyapunov has been utilized by many authors over the last two decades. In their work, several researchers [l] - [8] More recently, Kakimoto et al. [9] have modified the Moore-Anderson theorem [10] according to Desoer-Wu's condition [11] for the stability criteria. The result was applied to a multimachine power system with field flux decays, and a Lure* type Lyapunov function was constructed with the method established by Willems [12] and other researchers [13] [14] .
In their method, however, one has to choose the function V-,, which is an integration of the nonlinear part of the system. The choice of this function is somewhat intuitive and is not readily extended to systems
with AVR dynamics or to other more complex systems.
In this paper, the function V-j is uniquely obtained by determining
an arbitrary matrix Q first, namely, all elements of the matrix Q are determined so that the curl equations may hold for the nonlinear components of the system given [7] . Once (£ is determined, V-j will be given by a line integral (1) and (2) may be rewritten as
where the superscript "o" denotes the value at the equilibrium state and
We define (8) in
which A is a (4n-l )x(4n-l) matrix, B is a (4n-l)x(n+m) matrix, C is a (4n-l)x(n+m) matrix, J< is a nx(n-l) matrix, T is a nxm matrix, G is a (n-l)xm matrix, T' is a (n-1 )x(m-n+l) matrix, G' is a (n-2)x(m-n+l) matrix,
e is a (n-1) vector with unity entries and M, D, a, £, y> jn» ± and £ are nxn diagonal matrices. We notice a relationship T -K G.
III. Stability Criteria of the System
The transfer functionof the linear part of the system (7) relating a to -£(a) is given by
The nonlinearity £(a) is assumed to satisfy the following conditions [11] ( 
i) F(a) is continuous, and maps Rm+n into Rm+n

7V1 (a) =QT £(a) for all a€ Rr
Using the above conditions in [11] , we obtain a version of the Moore- PA +ATP =-LLT (12) PB =CNT +ATCQT -L Wq (13) wJWq =Si^B +BTC QT (14) and ( 
II) these matrix relations along with (i), (ii) and (iii) may be used to
establish that the null solution of (7) 
Z (s*) + Z(s) is positive semi-definite, which implies Z(s) is positive real. This means the system is asymptotically stable under the conditions (24) and (25). The extra condition (25) is due to the installation of the AVR.
IV. Lyapunov Function In our case, it is not enough to simply find conditions guaranteeing the existence of a Lyapunov function. We need to find the function to estimate the region of asymptotic stability. For this purpose we use the
Willems technique to find the matrix £ which satisfies (12) , (13) and (14) . 
Then as a consequence (14) 
KP12 -(IfVf^+£3/ -P^D =-(L^+L,,,^) (29-3 -£331 V l3t£\-&\)\3 -^n)\3 =-(k31k3>k32k32) (29-4
-^"V £44! V +d"^7^" te'VPtf =-(k4ik51+k42k52) (29-5
P43X"1! -£44! V +(l"1!)^-(L'\)\4 =-(k41j41+k42j42) (29-6
We also have Thus, the solution of (12), (13) and (14) reduces to the solution of (27) , (28) 
Substituting (31) into (29-3), we have the matrix inequality 2(-D+^M) -u'(Ml D+D1 M) <0 (32) where u' = (u-p)/q
The determinant of the left side of (32) 
Next we determine £33, £34, and f44, by solving (27-2), (28-6), (28-7), (29-4)-(29-6).
Substituting (28-6) and (28-7) into (29-4) and (29-6), respectively, we obtain the following equations: (L32+aTl42)(L52+W22a) -(£34£"b(a+n) -(a+a)T(P34£ ])T -0 (34) and (L42-£T42)(i-%2^" (P44i"])(i-i) " (M)1^"1)1 =0 05) In addition, substituting (28-6) and (28-7) into (29-5) pives (k42-^2)(i=32+^22^' (P^Xs1*) ' (<>-£)V34£ V =£ (36)
In these derivations, one should remember that £ is a symmetric matrix and
2qx" =^22^22 wnicn is tne solution given by (27-2)
We define Hi 4 L32 +aTvJ2
flow it is convenient to assume^(a+n), I2(i-3) and HgjJ^(a+n)"1 (4-3) are symmetric matrices. Then (34) and (35) reduce to
*i -yltiUqtsftl)"1 ♦2 =\ HgH^ta-jg)"1(38)
Substituting (38) into (36) gives i [Hg -{(a+nJ"T(tB)}TH1][H2 -{(a+aJ'^i-i)}1!!!]1 =£ (39) which leads to Hg =Ua+n)"1 (£-£)>^(40)
The above equation gives the relationship between L,2 and L-2.
Next we derive the relationship between £44 and £3-, by substituting (34) and."(40) into (35). Thus we obtain $2 ={(a+a)"1^-!)}^(41)
Substituting ( are given in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 
